
PRESTIGE textile foot mats                                                                                         
with a grey edge

If you like surrounding yourself with products that are not only functi-
onal but also exquisitely elegant, you can underscore the look of your 
vehicle´s interior by this top-class set of PRESTIGE textile foot mats. 
The combination of black textile fabric, black-and-grey nubuck and 
black stitch gives the mat a unique look and is guaranteed to meet 
your expectations about accessories designed to make your vehicle 
even more attractive. Made of high-quality materials, the set of highly 
elegant PRESTIGE mats enhances the travelling comfort to foster the 
car occupants´ well-being. Featuring an anti-slip finish on the back side, 
these mats are a practical and, in many cases, indispensable accesso-
ry to any car. They trap impurities and humidity while protecting the 
floor, and when they get dirty, they can be easily taken out and cleaned. 
Moreover, their unique shape perfectly fills the space under the car 
occupants´ feet. Among other tests, these textile mats undergo a “shoe 
heel test“ to simulate the impact the driver´s shoe heel has on the 
mat when their foot rests on the accelerator pedal. Stringent material
-strain (lab) tests and long-term road tests have proven the mats´ high 
resistance to mechanical strain. The mats´ high resistance is the result 
of polyamide fibres in the fabric. The excellent harmony between the 
product´s top-quality materials and its elegant colour design is guaran-
teed to make the PRESTIGE textile foot mats a highly appreciated part of 
your exquisite style.   
  
Our recommendation for wintertime use is to buy the all-weather   
interior mats - Order No. 57B 061 502 + 57A 061 512.   
  
Related products:  
Decorative door sill covers / 57A 071 303   
Sport stainless steel foot pedal covers / 5E1 064 200 / 5E1 064 205

57B 061 270A

Material: Textile / PA6 600 g/m²

Color: Black textile fabric,                                                                                         
black-and-grey double nubuck.

Instalation time: 20 TUs

Set contents:  
2 front mats and 2 rear mats.

Installation position:  
Front mats - plastic fixing elements  
for snapping the mats on floor pins; 
Rear mats - laid loose (unfastened).

Maintenance:  
Ordinary carpet detergents. Do not use 
abrasive cleaning agents.

Limitations:  
Exclusively for left-hand-drive vehicles.

Guarantee: 24 months. 
Does not apply to standard wear and tear.

Weight: 1.8 kg

Practical accessory | Variability of applications | Protection | Resistance                                  

ŠKODA KAROQ (NU)

Comfort & utility


